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Funded by: 

Learning Objectives 

• Describe the intersectionality of sex and labor 
trafficking among adults and children

• Use human trafficking screens to assess risk 
of exploitation.

• Apply concepts of trauma-informed, rights-
based care to challenging situations in the 
healthcare setting.

• Describe ways to identify and manage biases 
relevant to human trafficking.

• Samuel is an 8-year-old male whose mother lost her job during 
COVID. The family is now facing eviction. The mother tells Sam to 
“go with the landlord and do whatever he wants…”

• Pat is a 16 y/o transgender female who ran away from home at age 
15 to escape mother’s drug addiction and violent boyfriend.  She 
lives on the streets and exchanges sex to pay for food, hormones, 
and clothing…  

• Mee is a 16 y/o Hmong female who answered an ad for a 
housekeeping position with a wealthy family in the US. The 
employment agency managed all aspects of her travel and hiring. 
She is now living in the basement of a family home, working 14-
hour days and being sexually abused by the father in the home…
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(Justice for Victims Trafficking Act, 2015; TVPA, 2000) 

(Justice for Victims Trafficking Act, 2015; TVPA, 2000) 
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How and where might Samuel, Pat, and Mee
present for care?

Possible Indicators of Trafficking: First Impressions 

Companion 
domineering, 

controlling

Patient 
intimidated, 
submissive

Unfamiliar with 

city or where 

staying

False Information

•

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
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Health Consequences of

Labor Trafficking

• Untreated chronic medical conditions

• Work-related injuries

– Acute trauma

– Chronic pain, strain

– Exposure to chemicals, dust, toxins

• Significant weight loss

• Infection

• Consequences of sexual assault

• Physical violence

PTSD
Depression
Anxiety
Aggression, hostility
Behavioral challenges
High-risk behaviors

Thoughts?

What may be the functions of these 
behaviors?

Hostility and aggression

Sexualized behavior

Violent drawings or stories

Using drugs

Social withdrawal

Extreme compliance
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Functions of Behaviors

• Maximize chance of survival

• Reduce loneliness or anxiety

• Express anger

• Engage another person

• Feel in control

• Communicate a need or feeling

• Shape the behavior of others

Feels judged, 
stigmatized 

Fear

Shame, guilt

Reluctance of boys to 
disclose

Confidentiality concerns

Hopelessness

“Fierce 
autonomy”

Does not recognize 
exploitation

(Albright, 2020; Baldwin 2011; Barnert, 2019; Chisolm-Straker, 2016; Lederer, 2014; Ravi, 2017a; Ravi, 2017b)

Provider fears
Insensitivity/ Bias/

Discrimination

Failure to listen 
to youth

Discomfort with 
topic

Unaware of resources
Lack of screening 

tools

(Albright, 2020; Baldwin 2011; Barnert, 2019; Chisolm-Straker, 2016; Lederer, 2014; Ravi, 2017a; Ravi, 2017b)
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Working With a Potentially 
Trafficked Person

Key Components of  Trauma 

Informed Care

Recognize Impact of Trauma

Respond Appropriately

Safety

Transparency

Respect

Empowerment

Views of the world and other people

Views of self Expectations of you

Behaviors Attitudes

Things they say Way person interprets your
words/actions
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Trafficked 
Person

Medical 
staff

Family

Police 

Child 
Services

Victim 
service 

agencies

Victim-centered

(IOM, 2009; SAMHSA, 2014; UNHR, 1990; Zimmerman, 2003)

It’s all about safety…

How do you help a person feel safe?

Safe 
Environment

Introductions

Rapport Basic needs
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Thoughts?

What aspects of your work with 
trafficked and at-risk youth may be 

triggering for your clients?

How can you minimize re-
traumatization of clients?

• Uncertainty

• Lack of control

• Threatened

• Shamed

• Coerced

• Vulnerable

How can you minimize triggers?
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• Transparency
– Explanations
– Consent
– Review limits of confidentiality 

early on
• Respect

– Nonjudgmental, open

• Empowerment and engagement

(SAMHSA, 2014; Zimmerman 2009)

How do you 
separate patient 
from companion?

You get to your office.  What do you do to make Pat 

feel comfortable, safe and empowered?
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Offer choices, controlOffer

Encourage her to ask questions.Encourage

Recognize her role as an expert on 
herself

Recognize

Focus on her strengths as a survivor Focus on

(Greenbaum, 2015; SAMHSA, 2014; UN CRC, 1990; WHO, 2003)

» Pat finally begins to talk to you, and you establish 
rapport.  You are ready to transition to the formal 
evaluation and assessment.  

» Before you start, what do you say to,
1.  Demonstrate respect, 
2.  Provide explanations, 
3.  Obtain consent and
4.  Maintain transparency

“I don’t wanna do this.  I don’t wanna
be here.”
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Human 
Trafficking

African-
American

Native 
American

LGBTQ+

Low 
socioeconomic 

status

Foreign-
born

“Prostitution”

Runaway/
Homeless

Sophia is a 14-year-old female. She’s run away from home 
several times and is affiliated with a gang.  She was identified by 
police as a victim of sexual exploitation when they conducted a 
‘sting’ operation on a nearby hotel.  You have been called to 
assess and provide services.  You overhear one staff member 
say to another, “If she hadn’t made such bad decisions, she 
wouldn’t be in this situation.” 

Thoughts?

What do you do or say? 
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You approach them in private 
and say,

“I overheard you talking about our 
patient, Sophia.  It made me very 
uncomfortable.  I think this child needs 
our help and support, not our blame and 
judgment.  We all have our own biases, 
our own feelings.  But we can’t let them 
interfere with providing compassionate 
care.  You’re a great case manager who 
treats your patients with dignity and 
respect.  Can you do that for this one, as 
well?”

So, how would you 

control your biases?
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Let’s talk more about identification 
of at-risk patients…

GOALS

Obtain 
disclosure

Educate & 
offer resources

Assess risk

Keep Your Goals in Mind….

1.Drug/alcohol use in past 12 months

2.History running away

3.History with police

4.History broken bones, knocked unconscious, cuts 
needing stitches

5.History STI

6.Number of sex partners (>5 is ‘Yes’)

> 2 Yes answers = positive screen

(Greenbaum, 2015; Greenbaum, 2018; Kaltiso, 2018)
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1) Follow up on positive answers from screen (open-
ended questions)

2) Have you ever been in a position where you’ve had to 
consider exchanging sex for something you wanted or 
needed (money, food, shelter or other items)?

3) Has anyone ever asked you to have sex with another 
person?

(Futures Without Violence, 2017)

Universal Education and Resources

• Talk about 
– Healthy relationships

– Impact of violence on health

– Harm reduction techniques

– Human trafficking

• Community resources, national resources

But keep in mind…..

It isn’t so much ‘what’ you ask, it’s ‘how’ you ask it.  
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• Be transparent with person, engage them in the treatment plan

• Use information you gathered to identify possible 
resources/referral

– Typically patient has Many needs!

– Know your community resources

• Respect right to confidentiality; obtain consent as necessary

(Greenbaum, 2015; IOM, 2009)

Reporting for Adults: Mandatory??

• Know your state laws

• May have mandated reporting for…

– suspected exploitation of elder or disabled persons

– suspected inflicted physical injury

– Patient may decline to speak with police

• Need permission to make nonmandated referrals

• National Human Trafficking Resource Center:

– Hotline (24/7)

– Interpreters for >100 languages

– All types of trafficking, all ages

Text Hotline:  233733  (BE FREE)
Chat hotline:
www.humantraffickinghotliine.org/chat

Submit a tip online:
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/report-trafficking

http://www.humantraffickinghotliine.org/chat
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/report-trafficking
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Make Health-Related Referrals For Ongoing Care

Health 
Referrals

Child 
Advocacy 

Center/SANE

Behavioral 
health

Primary 
care

Substance use 
assess/treat

Prenatal 
care

Other 
specialty 

care

Prevention

Screen

Educate

Resources

Anticipatory guidance (harm reduction)

LGBTQ

Homeless shelters

National Human Trafficking Center hotline

Georgia Cares hotline

Crisis hotlines

Refugee organizations

Teen clinics, free clinics

Mental health services

Drug rehabs

Listen before you speak

Use the expertise of your patient

Informed consent is critical (except for 
mandatory reporting)
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• Trafficked persons have adapted to 
very difficult conditions

• Their behavior may seem maladaptive 
in your environment

• Use a trauma-informed lens to assess 
the situation and respond

www.vIHHT.org
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Access to telephone or personalized e-mail 
technical assistance from the International 
Association of Forensic Nurses.

Email: contact@safeta.org

Professional Resource Line: 1-877-819-7278
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